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A family intervention to reduce delirium in hospitalised ICU patients:
a feasibility randomised controlled trial

ABSTRACT
Background: Family members could play an important role in preventing and reducing
the development of delirium in Intensive Care Units (ICU) patients. This study sought
to assess the feasibility of design and recruitment, and acceptability for family members
and nurses of a family delivered intervention to reduce delirium in ICU patients
Method: A single centre randomised controlled trial in an Australian medical/surgical
ICU was conducted. Sixty-one family members were randomised (29 in intervention
and 32 in non-intervention group). Following instructions, the intervention comprised
the family members providing orientation, or memory clues (family photographs,
orientation to surroundings) to their relative each day. In addition, family members
conducted sensory checks (vision and hearing with glasses and hearing aids); and
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therapeutic or cognitive stimulation (discussing family life, reminiscing) daily. Eleven
ICU nurses were interviewed to gain insight into the feasibility and acceptability of
implementing the intervention from their perspective.
Results: Recruitment rate was 28% of eligible patients (recruited n=90, attrition n=1).
Following instruction by the research nurse the family member delivered the
intervention which was assessed to be feasible and acceptable by family members and
nurses. Protocol adherence could be improved with alternative data collection methods.
Nurses considered the activities acceptable.
Conclusion: The study was able to recruit, randomise, and retain family member
participants. Further strategies are required to assess intervention fidelity and improve
data collection.
Keywords: critical illness; delirium; families; family-centred care; feasibilities studies;
health care; intensive care units; nursing; person-centred care.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE


In this setting, ICU nurses were accepting of family involvement and consideration
of patients’ and families’ needs in the highly medicalised ICU environment.



Delirium is well recognised as detrimental to patients’ ICU and future wellbeing,
and use of non-pharmacological interventions that reduce its incidence and duration
are desirable.



Adequately powered studies with strong intervention fidelity and data collection
methods are required to examine the relationship between a family delivered
intervention and patient delirium.
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INTRODUCTION
Whilst common across all healthcare settings, delirium is particularly prevalent in the
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) –ranging from 45% to 84% (Brummel et al., 2014; Roberts
et al., 2005) – and can lead to a number of adverse consequences including: longer
ICU and hospital stay and costs (Lat et al., 2009; Milbrandt et al., 2004); reduced
quality of life (Ely et al., 2004) and functional independence (Brummel et al., 2014);
and psychological morbidity and cognitive impairment (Girard et al., 2010; McKinley
et al., 2016; Pandharipande et al., 2013). Numerous risk factors contribute to the
development of delirium in the critically ill patient, including predisposing
characteristics and comorbidities (e.g., older age, cognitive impairment – Brummel
and Girard (2013)), and precipitating factors related to the illness and treatment whilst
in hospital (e.g., infections, sedatives – Brummel and Girard (2013)). Addressing
some of the modifiable patient risk factors, such as orientation and appropriate
sensory stimulation, may assist in the prevention and reduction of delirium incidence
and duration in the ICU. To date, various multicomponent interventions have been
successfully developed to achieve this with hospitalised non-ICU older patients
(Brummel & Girard, 2013; Holroyd-Leduc et al., 2010; Hshieh et al., 2015; Inouye et
al., 2000; Inouye et al., 1999; Martinez et al., 2015). Whilst the majority of these have
been delivered by nursing staff, a small number have also demonstrated the potential
efficacy of family members delivering similar interventions to their relative (Martinez
et al., 2012; Rosenbloom-Brunton et al., 2010).
In the context of delirium development in ICU, family members could
arguably play an important role in preventing and reducing the development of the
syndrome, and could also help realize formal partnerships between nursing staff and
family members, which are typically not integrated in practice (Mitchell et al., 2009).
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Perceived by ICU nurses as a crucial link (Bergbom & Askwall, 2000), and a proxy
‘voice’ (Mitchell et al., 2009), family members’ intimate knowledge of the patient
could provide the everyday background required to orientate patients to reality, and
also provide a reassuring, familiar comfort. Benefits could also extend to family
members, with research showing that, when involved, families perceive greater
respect, support and collaboration from nursing personnel (Al-Mutair et al., 2013;
Kean & Mitchell, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2009), and feel more useful, and physically
and emotionally close to their relative (Mitchell & Chaboyer, 2010).
This study sought to assess the feasibility and acceptability of a family
delivered intervention to reduce delirium in ICU patients. It aimed to determine: the
feasibility of recruiting participants; the retention of family members through the
study; the feasibility of delivering the intervention as assessed by data collection slips;
nurses’ perceived acceptability of a family intervention within ICU; an effect size to
inform a cautious estimate for future sample size calculations (Arnold et al., 2009).

METHODS
Design, setting, and sample
This feasibility RCT consisted of a baseline (pre-randomisation) phase
followed by randomisation to either the intervention or non-intervention group. The
investigators were concerned that introduction of the intervention protocol for patients
in the intervention arm of the study may lead to nurses and other members of the
healthcare team using some of these strategies when caring for patients in the nonintervention arm of the study, thereby leading to contamination and influencing the
study outcome, that is, delirium, in the non-intervention group. The inclusion of a prerandomisation group enabled exploration of whether the non-intervention group had
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similar outcomes to those patients enrolled during the baseline phase. If we had
identified a reduced incidence of delirium in both the intervention and nonintervention group compared with the baseline, one potential explanation of this
would have been contamination of the non-intervention group once the intervention
had commenced.
The study was conducted within the ICU of a large, 25-bed adult tertiary
referral teaching hospital in Brisbane, Australia, between January 2014 and October
2015. The sample consisted of patient participants, their family members, and ICU
nurses. Patient participants were eligible for the study if they were aged ≥16 years,
expected to remain in ICU for ≥4 days, able to be screened for delirium, and had a
family member visit. Family members were eligible based on their relative meeting
the above criteria and having a close and continuing relationship with the patient. One
self-selecting family member per patient was recruited. Those unable to communicate
in both written and spoken English constitute a very small proportion of the ICU
cohort (1%) and were excluded as translation services were not available to the
research team. The first 30 family members were allocated to the pre-randomisation
phase only. The following 60 eligible family members were randomised by the
Research Nurses to either the intervention or non-intervention groups (1:1) via a
university based on-line randomisation service. This size sample is in line with
recommendations for pilot studies (Hertzog, 2008).
Eleven ICU nurses were recruited for interview via non-random purposive
convenience sampling ensuring male and female nurses with varying levels of
experience working in ICU were invited to participate. ICU nurses were eligible if
they had provided direct patient care to at least one ICU patient who received at least
one episode of the family delivered intervention. Agency or casual staff were
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excluded. It was important to assess feasibility and acceptability from the nurses’
perspective as they may act as ‘gate-keepers’ for patients and families; interventions
they support are potentially more likely to be successfully introduced.

Ethical considerations
The study was granted ethical approval and permission to conduct the study in the
ICU by the relevant Human Research Ethics Committees of the Princess Alexandra
Hospital (HREC/12/QPAH/540) and Griffith University (NRS/02/13/HREC). The
research nurse approached family members following consultation with the direct
care nurses to ensure it was appropriate to do so. All family members provided
written consent for their involvement in the study, and also gave proxy written
consent for their participating relative. ICU nurses also provided written consent to
semi-structured interviews. Copies of the signed consent and participant information
forms were given to all participants. Confidentiality was assured and no identifying
data were recorded with aggregate data used for reporting purposes. All data were
entered into password protected computers in a locked office available only to the
research team.

Intervention
Developed by an interdisciplinary international team of experts, the intervention
comprised a protocol with three elements. The template for intervention description
and replication (TIDieR) checklist and guide (Hoffmann et al., 2014) has been used to
describe the intervention in detail (Appendix A). In brief, the elements have been used
in earlier studies (Inouye et al., 2006; Inouye et al., 2000; Inouye et al., 1999;
Rosenbloom-Brunton et al., 2010) and in this study included three components with
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components one (orientation) and two (therapeutic engagement) compulsory and three
(sensory) if applicable:
1) Orientation – memory clues including: writing the name of their nurse/doctor that
day, and the plan of care on a daily planner; bringing in significant family
photographs and individualising their bedside area; and orientating the patient to
their surroundings including where they were and why, and the day, date, and
time.
2) Therapeutic engagement – cognitive stimulation through activities such as
discussing current family life events and reminiscing.
3) Sensory (where applicable) – checking that the patient had their glasses on and
hearing aids in place/working.
The study Research Nurses provided education to the self-designated family
member and explained the intervention components. Family members were asked to
deliver all relevant components of the intervention at least once each day that they
visited the ICU patient, with the expectation that this would occur at least four times
or more. The Research Nurse remained with the family member the first time they
delivered the intervention components and on subsequent occasions, ensuring that
each component of the intervention was understood. The Research Nurse made no
mention of the components of the intervention to the non-intervention group who
were asked to complete the data sheets on each visit.

Data Collection
Demographic information was collected about all participants in the study (Tables 1
& 2). Intervention and non-intervention group activities were recorded by family
members on a specifically designed, card-sized paper data slip, located at the ICU
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patient’s bedside. Family members were instructed to complete a data slip each time
they visited the patient and to place a tick in a box for each of the listed three
components of the intervention they completed that visit with any additional
comments in the free text space (intervention group). The non-intervention group was
asked to write down what activities they did during their time with their relative with
no prompts in an effort to reduce sensitisation to the intervention. Patient delirium in
the ICU was assessed by Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive Care Unit
(CAM-ICU) (Ely et al., 2001a; Ely et al., 2001b). A positive assessment of delirium
was defined as any assessment for a patient during a 24-hour period that resulted in a
positive delirium score. The CAM-ICU was completed only after an initial
assessment using the Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale (RASS) (Ely et al., 2003;
Sessler et al., 2002), and not undertaken if RASS scores were -4 or -5 (deep sedation
or unarousable). Those patients with a RASS score of -4 or -5 were not eligible for
study inclusion. The RASS and CAM-ICU are routinely used in the hospital ICU, and
either the bedside nurse or the study Research Nurse assessed the patient at least once
a day. Assessment of acceptability by the ICU direct care nurses was undertaken via
semi-structured, digitally recorded interviews conducted upon completion of the
family intervention. These were conducted in a private area of the ICU during work
hours; frequently following the shift change-over when the nurse was no longer
responsible for the patient. Study notes were maintained by the Research Nurse
during the study, which provided general reflections on the feasibility of the study.

Data Analysis
Following data cleaning and checking for accuracy, data were entered into IBM SPSS
Statistics (Version 22). Demographic characteristics are reported as frequencies or
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median data as appropriate, and similarity between groups was analysed via KruskallWallis H test or Pearson’s Chi-square. Feasibility of recruitment was assessed by
frequency data from initial eligibility screening, length of time to enrolment (defined
as ICU admission to consent), to final analysis, and was assessed for group
differences by the Kruskall-Wallis H test and Mann-Whitney U tests. Feasibility of
intervention delivery was assessed by frequency data exploring: participant flow
through the study; missing data; length of time on the study, and completion rates in
the three protocols. ICU delirium rates between groups were assessed via Pearson’s
Chi-square test, whilst a difference in the duration of delirium days in ICU was
assessed via the Mann-Whiney U test. Means and standard deviations of the study
groups for delirium days were used to determine an effect size for Cohen’s d, which
was then used for sample size calculations. All quantitative data were analyzed by a
research team member independent to the data collection, with statistical significance
declared at p<0.05.
Thematic analysis of the study field notes (Thorne, 2013) identified patterns in
relation to limitations/barriers to recruitment, and also issues pertaining to the
feasibility of family members delivering the intervention. ICU nurses’ interviews
were transcribed verbatim, and two of the study authors independently developed
themes following familiarisation, code generation and reviewing to identify themes to
explore the feasibility and acceptability of family interventions in ICU. The identified
themes were initially discussed between these two authors for inter-coder agreement
and then by the entire research team.

RESULTS
Sample characteristics
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There were 91 patient participants in the overall study cohort (30 in the prerandomisation group; 32 in the non-intervention; and 29 in the intervention group),
and 61 family members. Their characteristics (for example: gender, age, ICU LOS)
were representative of the site ICU population for those patient with an ICU LOS
greater than 4 days. There were no significant differences in the profile of patient
participants between groups (Table 1), nor the profile of family members between
groups (Table 2). Eleven ICU nurses were interviewed. Most were female Registered
Nurses (RNs) (73%), with postgraduate qualifications (64%), and ≤5 years’
experience as a nurse generally (46%), and also within ICU specifically (55%).

Recruitment
The study achieved a relatively low recruitment rate of 28%, with 91 patient
participants enrolled from a total of 322 eligible patients. Patient non-consent only
accounted for 13% (n=31) of all exclusions, with failure to capture by study personnel
the principal reason (n=169; 73%) (Figure 1). Length of time from ICU admission to
study enrolment was a median of five days (IQR 4), with no significant differences in
enrolment times between control and intervention groups (p=0.51).
Study Research Nurse’s field notes highlighted five recurring issues that
hindered recruitment: 1) infrequent family visits, often due to the nature of the diverse
geographical location of family members (15 comments); 2) complex family
members/social situations (9 comments); 3) families’ perceptions that the study would
add to stress and detract attention from their sick relative (6 comments); 4) patient
delirium or associated symptoms considered likely due to pre-existing clinical
conditions, (5 comments); and 5) limited Research Nurse hours resulting in missed
opportunities to meet with families and seek enrolment (14 comments).
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Retention of family members
Retention of family members through the study was excellent. No family member
withdrew from the intervention group, and only one withdrew from the control group
– after two days because of the family’s concerns with regularly performed CAMICUs on their relative (despite this being the hospital ICU’s policy).

Feasibility and acceptability of the intervention
A quarter (24%, n=7) of family members in the intervention group did not complete
any data slips; 13% (n=4) did not record any in the non-intervention group. Research
Nurse’s field notes suggested that the requirement to complete data slips was, for
some families, “too much”. Family members commented that the components of the
intervention were not difficult or onerous to implement.
Whilst participants were enrolled in the intervention group (from consent to
ICU discharge) for a median of five days (IQR 6) – which is comparable to the nonintervention group (median 5; IQR 4) – recorded data slips for the three protocols
were low. Specifically, the family members recorded data slips for the therapeutic
protocol for a median of 2 days (IQR 4), the orientation protocol for 1 day (IQR 3),
and the sensory protocol for a median of 0 days (IQR 2) (Figure 2). Consistent daily
completion of data slips was not achieved, with activity data available for just 35% of
therapeutic activities, 30% of orientation, and 20% of sensory checks.
ICU Nurses were generally favourable about the family members’
involvement in the three protocols, recognising the importance of a tailored approach
for the ICU patient and the need for person-centred care interventions: “We should do
all we can to encourage healthy interaction between family and patient” (Nurse 11).
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Many of the nurses, however, were also mindful that family members’ involvement
should occur within set boundaries and not “overburden them” (Nurse 10) as “we
[nurses] should be caring for the families more than the patients almost” (Nurse 7).
Nurses were positive towards the three aspects of the intervention, with the
bringing in of personal photographs, glasses and hearing aids described as a “good
idea” (Nurse 8), and interactions between family members and the patient
“encouraged” (Nurse 11).
When considering the barriers to family member involvement, nurses
identified the following: families’ fear, which was in relation to fear of hurting the
patient and also being “uncomfortable” (Nurse 5) or “overwhelmed” (Nurse 11) in a
clinical environment; negative nurse attitudes, which related to the perception of the
family as an impediment to delivering patient care: Nurses are stressed with
delivering the patient’s cares when the family are in the road” (Nurse 7); and the
physical ICU environment: “[it’s] hard sometimes when [the] patient is getting tests
done. ICU treatment can be a barrier: [patient] turns, doctors’ review, assessments,
examinations” (Nurse 12).
Effect size estimates
The prevalence of ICU delirium in the pre-randomisation (50%), intervention (59%)
and non-intervention (56%) groups was comparable and non-statistically different
(p=0.87, p=0.98). When analysing only those participants who were deemed “active”
during the study (by completing at least one days’ worth of data slips), delirium
prevalence rates were again comparable and non-statistically significant (p=0.80),
although the rate in the intervention group was slightly lower (50%) than the nonintervention group (54%) (Table 3).
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The number of days of delirium whilst in ICU was also similar between the
groups, with both experiencing a median of one day of delirium (p=0.60). Such a nonstatistical difference was also observed when analysing the study ‘active’ participants
(p=0.97) (Table 3).
When including all randomised participants, and using the means and standard
deviations of the intervention (M=1.34; SD=1.57) and control groups (M=1.03;
SD=1.12) for the number of delirium days whilst in ICU, the effect size for a Cohen’s
d is 0.23. With a power of 0.80 and probability level of 0.05, a cautious estimate for a
future study could need a minimum total sample of n=596 (n=298 in the intervention
and non-intervention groups respectively).

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge this is the first study involving a multicomponent family
delivered intervention aimed at reducing delirium within a general ICU population.
Importantly, the intervention was founded on existing research in which a similar
intervention with families reduced delirium in older adults in general wards (Medical
Research Council, 2010; Rosenbloom-Brunton et al., 2010). It was intended to
provide initial data to inform the appropriateness of designing a larger RCT.
In terms of feasibility of recruitment, the study was hindered by a relatively
low participant recruitment rate (28%), with the majority of exclusions a result of
insufficient study personnel to recruit participants. It is likely that limited Research
Nurse hours (7:00am to 3:30pm, Monday to Friday with some periods working in a
clinical role to support unit demands) resulted in missed opportunities to meet with
many eligible patients and their family members, as many visited during the evenings,
after work, and at weekend. Alongside this, patients also had to be able to be screened
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for delirium, which often meant recruitment could not occur for some days, as
evidenced by enrolment taking a median of five days from admission. Studies
examining delirium in ICU patients with similar acuity will also experience this
recruitment delay, as delirium assessment requires the patient to be responsive to
CAM-ICU items.
Reducing the likelihood of intervention cross-contamination is important.
Family members in the non-intervention group may have seen what others were doing
in the intervention group and copied activities, such as bringing in photographs from
home and personalising the bedside. Controlling for contamination of groups is a
challenge in ICU research, as families and patients are typically in close proximity to
each other, as are the family members in the waiting room. Monitoring what is
occurring in practice in future studies would be important. Conducting a cluster RCT
is a way to manage possible contamination.
Regarding the acceptability of the intervention, whilst the retention of family
members through the study was excellent, consistent delivery of the intervention
appeared poor according to our documentation slips. Family members did not report
that they thought changes should be made to the intervention, but rather that
completing the data slips was sometimes onerous. It may have been the case that
family members performed components of the intervention but failed to record it.
This highlights the need for examining alternate methods for data collection to
promote accuracy. It may be feasible for direct care nurses to record the protocol
activities performed by the family members, which may have the added advantage of
promoting family member/nurse interactions, facilitating communication (Hwang et
al., 2014; Jacobowski et al., 2010), engagement, and continuity of care (Reeves et al.,
2015). Such nurses/ family collaboration on aspects of the intervention may also
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enhance the effect. In additions, family members with a relative in ICU could be
invited to participate in a focus group to better understand user acceptability.
Previous authors suggest that the success of multicomponent interventions to
reduce delirium is closely related to the degree of protocol adherence (Inouye,
Bogardus, Williams, Leo-Summers, & Agostini, 2003) and recording on the data slips
was poor in our study. Adherence may be improved if direct care nurses perform the
intervention if the family member is not present.

Limitations
The study was conducted in one adult ICU, which limits wider generalisability. As
delirium may manifest quite early in an ICU stay, recruiting patients expected to
remain in ICU > 4 days was a limitation. Future studies should recruit ICU patients
irrespective of their length of stay. There was no ongoing control over how family
members implemented the intervention and upheld intervention fidelity. Future
studies should closely monitored treatment fidelity, along with documentation of the
activities performed.

CONCLUSION
This single centre feasibility RCT was able to recruit, randomise, and retain family
member participants. For higher recruitment rates, Research Nurse hours need to
extend into the evening and over the weekend, and further strategies are required to
increase protocol adherence and data collection by enlisting the support of the direct
care nurses. The nurses were supportive of all aspects of the intervention and did not
report significant barriers in this ICU setting. Family members were seen as important
care partners, and their involvement afforded many positive outcomes for the ICU
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patient and for themselves. However, clinicians should be mindful that families are
also a focus of care, alongside the patient, and any involvement should occur at a
level/frequency best suited to the family member and, moreover, have no adverse
impact upon the them or the relationship with the patient.
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SCREENED = 4079
Excluded = 3757
No family or social support = 98
Patient or family member < 18 = 10
Expected ICU stay < 4 days = 3162
Unable to screen for delirium = 346
Non English speaking = 41
Prisoner = 11
Enrolled in other ICU studies = 14
Other reasons* = 75

ELIGIBLE = 322

Declined to participate = 31
Failed to capture = 169
Previously enrolled = 23
Recruitment target reached = 8

ENROLLED = 91

PRE‐RANDOMISATION
PHASE = 30

RANDOMISED = 61

NON‐INTERVENTION = 32

INTERVENTION = 29

Withdrawn = 1

ANALYSED = 91

Figure 1

Participant flow through the study

Note. *Other reasons = Ineligible (other) includes: patients non-compliant (e.g. refusal towards cares
and Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive Care Unit participation); palliated; underlying
physical/mental disability; Traumatic Brain Injury resulting in fluctuating Glasgow Coma Scale and
patient "uncooperative" in participation; difficult relationships with family members; partner was blind
and unable to fill out forms; encephalopathic; hostile towards staff and poor relationships and
previously declined other studies; attempts to speak to family but unable to get them to converse with
staff (e.g. too distracted by patient in bed).
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Figure 2

Median days on the study compared with median days of data for

the three protocols

Table 1
Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of all enrolled
patient participants in the pre-randomisation, control and intervention groups
28

Characteristic

Prerandomisation
(n=30)

Control

Intervention

(n=32)1

(n=29)

pvalue

Age (years)

54.0 (32)a

60.0 (21)a

52.0 (32)a

0.29

Sex (male)

20 (66.7%)

20 (62.5%)

20 (69.0%)

0.86
0.95

Marital status:
Married/De facto

16 (53.3%)

18 (56.3%)

16 (55.2%)

-

Never married

8 (26.7%)

6 (18.8%)

7 (24.1%)

-

Single

3 (10.0%)

6 (18.8%)

2 (6.9%)

-

Widowed

3 (10.0%)

2 (6.3%)

3 (10.3%)
0.39

Admission diagnosis:
Medical

17 (56.7%)

12 (37.5%)

14 (48.3%)

-

Surgical

6 (20.0%)

5 (15.6%)

6 (20.7%)

-

Trauma

7 (23.3%)

15 (46.9%)

9 (31.0%)

-

APACHE II scoreb

19.0 (10)a

21.0 (8)a

18.0 (13)a

0.83

APACHE III scorec

65.0 (36)a

52.5 (42)a

61.0 (41)a

0.81

Length of stay in

9.8 (6.20)a

10.5 (11)a

10.0 (7.82)a

0.73

28.2 (23.32)a

36.5 (24.80)a

26.6 (16.15)a

0.65

29 (96.7%)

31 (96.9%)

29 (100%)

0.62

7.5 (7)a

10.0 (10)a

9.0 (7)a

0.26

ICU (days)
Length of stay in
hospital (days)
Mechanical ventilation
in ICU:
Prevalence
Days

All results are presented as n (%) or median (Interquartile Range) as indicated. Frequencies
and proportions may not add up to group totals (Pre-randomisation n=30, Control n=32
[includes 1 participant who withdrew from the study], Intervention n=29), and 100% due to
missing data or rounding.
APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation, ICU = Intensive Care Unit.
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1
a

Median (Interquartile Range)

b
c

All enrolled participants, including 1 withdrawn participant

APACHE II scores range 0 – 71 with higher scores indicating more severe disease

APACHE III scores range 0-299 with higher scores indicating more severe disease.

Table 2
Baseline characteristics of family members with participants
enrolled in the control and intervention groups
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Characteristic

Control

Intervention

(n=32)1

(n=29)

Age (years)

54.5 (22)a

51.0 (22)a

0.47

Sex (male)

9 (28.1%)

8 (27.6%)

0.96

Relationship to participant:

p-value

0.52

Partner/Spouse

17 (53.1%)

13 (44.8%)

-

Mother

4 (12.5%)

5 (17.2%)

-

Father

1 (3.1%)

3 (10.3%)

-

Son

3 (9.4%)

2 (6.9%)

-

Daughter

5 (15.6%)

5 (17.2%)

-

Sister

0 (0.0%)

1 (3.4%)

-

Friend

1 (3.1%)

0 (0.0%)

-

Education level:
Primary or less

0.13
1 (3.1%)

1 (3.4%)

-

Secondary

13 (40.6%)

13 (44.8%)

-

Certificate or Diploma

5 (15.6%)

11 (37.9%)

-

University: Undergraduate/Bachelor

6 (18.8%)

3 (10.3%)

-

University: Grad.
Diploma/Certificate

0 (0.0%)

1 (3.4%)

-

University: Postgraduate

3 (9.4%)

0 (0.0%)

-

Marital status:
Married/De facto

0.21
28 (87.5%)

22 (75.9%)

-

Never married

1 (3.1%)

1 (3.4%)

-

Single

1 (3.1%)

4 (13.8%)

-

Widowed

1 (3.1%)

1 (3.4%)

-

All results are presented as n (%) or median (Interquartile Range) as indicated. Frequencies
and proportions may not add up to group totals (Control n=32 [includes 1 participant who
withdrew from the study], Intervention n=29), and 100% due to missing data or rounding.
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Grad. = Graduate
1
a

All enrolled participants, including 1 withdrawn participant

Median (Interquartile Range).

Table 3 Prevalence and duration of patient delirium whilst in ICU

All patient participants
Delirium in
ICU

Overall

Control

Intervention

(n=91)

(n=32)1

(n=29)

Prevalence

50 (55%)

18 (56%)

17 (59%)

p=0.85

1.0 (2)a

1.0 (2)a

1.0 (2)a

p=0.60

Days

p-value

Patient participants who had ≥1 data slips completed

Prevalence
Days

Overall

Control

Intervention

(n=50)2

(n=28)1

(n=22)

26 (52%)

15 (54%)

11 (50%)

p=0.80

1.0 (2)a

1.0 (2)a

0.5 (2)a

p=0.97

p-value

All results are presented as n (%), or median (Interquartile Range) as indicated. Frequencies
and proportions may not add up to group totals, and 100% due to missing data or rounding.
ICU = Intensive Care Unit
1

All enrolled participants, including 1 withdrawn participant

2

Considered active if there were one or more days’ data slips completed over the course of the
study is recorded from control and intervention groups

a

Median (Interquartile Range)

Appendix A: Intervention description using the template for intervention
description and replication (TIDieR) checklist (Hoffman et al., 2014)
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Item 1. Brief name: Provide the name or a phrase that describes the intervention
Orientation, therapeutic engagement and sensory checks by family members.
Item 2. Why: Describe any rationale, theory, or goal of the elements essential to
the intervention
Addressing modifiable patient risk factors for delirium, such as orientation and
appropriate sensory stimulation, may assist in the prevention and reduction of delirium
incidence and duration in the ICU. Multicomponent interventions have been
successfully developed to achieve this with hospitalised non-ICU older patients
(Brummel & Girard, 2013; Holroyd-Leduc et al., 2010; Hshieh et al., 2015; Inouye et
al., 2000; Inouye et al., 1999; Martinez et al., 2015). Whilst the majority of these have
been delivered by nursing staff, a small number have also demonstrated the potential
efficacy of family members delivering similar interventions to their relative (Martinez
et al., 2012; Rosenbloom-Brunton et al., 2010).
The orientation, therapeutic engagement and sensory checks are designed to be
delivered by the patient’s family member who has intimate knowledge of what and how
to engage their relative in a meaningful way.
Item 3. What (materials): Describe any physical or informational materials used
in the intervention, including those provided to participants or used in
intervention delivery or in training of intervention providers.
4) Educational materials for families and staff in regards to each component of the
protocol
5) Orientation materials – white-board day planner for the patient’s bed area;
meaningful family photographs for the bedside area
6) Family to bring in relative’s working hearing aids and/ or glasses
Item 4. What (procedures): Describe each of the procedures, activities, and/or
processes used in the intervention, including any enabling or support activities.
Participant families and direct care nurses were provided information and on-going
education by the research nurse around the 3 components of the intervention which
were to occur daily. Two components (orientation and therapeutic engagement) were
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compulsory and the third (sensory) was delivered if applicable. Intensive training was
provided one-on-one to direct care nurses with ongoing support during the trial in the
three components as outlined:
1) Orientation component: (a) white-board day planner in situ and updated by the direct
care nurse with their and the doctor’s name for that day, and the plan of care that day;
(b) family were asked to bring in meaningful family photographs for the bedside area.
Family members were instructed at each visit by the research nurse on: (1) Orientation:
how to orientate the patient to their surroundings including where they were and why,
and the day, date, and time; (2) Therapeutic engagement – to speak about current family
life events and reminisce on events of known interest to the patient; (3) Sensory – to
check that their relative had their glasses on and hearing aids in place/working to
ensure/promote the ability to communicate (if applicable). The data collection slips
[positioned at each bed space] where family members recorded the 3 components,
provided an additional prompt to family members.
Item 5. Who provided: For each category of intervention provider (for example,
psychologist, nursing assistant), describe their expertise, background and any
specific training given
The research nurse (bachelor degree and post graduate qualification in critical care
nursing) provided ongoing education to family members who provided all aspects of
the intervention.
Item 6. How: Describe the modes of delivery (such as face to face or by some other
mechanism, such as internet or telephone) of the intervention and whether it was
provided individually or in a group
The 3 components of the intervention were delivered face-to-face at the bed-side by the
family member when they visited their relative in ICU.
Item 7. Where: Describe the type(s) of location(s) where the intervention occurred,
including any necessary infrastructure or relevant features
The intervention occurred at patients’ bed space in a public 25-bed adult tertiary referral
teaching hospital. The model of care is a ratio of one-to-one nurse/patient ratio. Patient
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rooms varied from some who were in single room and others were separated from the
next door patient by partial walls and curtains.
Item 8. When and how much: Describe the number of times the intervention was
delivered and over what period of time including the number of sessions, their
schedule, and their duration, intensity or dose
The intervention was designed to be delivered by the family member each day that they
visited their relative. If they stayed for prolonged periods, they could select when they
wanted to deliver the intervention components. The direct care nurses may guide as to
the most appropriate time depending on the need for the patient to sleep.
Item 9. Tailoring: If the intervention was planned to be personalised, titrated or
adapted, then describe what, why, when, and how
Each patient had the intervention delivered by their own family member, thus they
experienced a completely individualised intervention in relation to its content. Those
patients who did not have sensory impairments [i.e. need for glasses or hearing aids]
would not have needed this component of the intervention.
Item 10. Modifications: If the intervention was modified during the course of the
study, describe the changes (what, why, when, and how)
There were no modifications made to the protocol during the course of the study.
Item 11. How well (planned): If intervention adherence or fidelity was assessed,
describe how and by whom, and if any strategies were used to maintain or improve
fidelity, describe them
Intervention fidelity was assessed by examination of the completed paper data
collection slips at the bed-side. Individual education sessions were provided to family
to improve intervention fidelity.
Item 12: How well (actual): If intervention adherence or fidelity was assessed,
describe the extent to which the intervention was delivered as planned
Three-quarters of family members (76%) in the intervention group and 87% of the
non-intervention group completed at least one data slip. In relation to the intervention
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group the proportion completing data slips for each of the intervention activities was:
therapeutic activities, 35%; orientation, 30%, and, sensory checks 20%.
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